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How bad was it?
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From X account @OsloStudenten



How bad was it?
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From X account @OsloStudenten



It’s all started on 
X, 18.Jan.2024
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Ex-Prime Minister 
of Romania has 
largely plagiarised
in his PhD thesis
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What is Plagiarism?
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“Plagiarism” means using work, ideas, content, structures or 
images without giving appropriate credit or acknowledgment to 
the original source(s), especially where originality is expected. 
The term “plagiarised” applies to the ideas, content, structures 

or images in question. – COE CM/REC (2022)

https://search.coe.int/cm/Pages/result_details.aspx?ObjectId=0900001680a73b90
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Hannah Glasse Book has 
been largely plagiarised
by many authors in the 
1800’s
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Source: Wikipedia 

This BOOK is published with his MAJESTY's Royal Licence; 
and whoever prints it, or any Part of it, will be prosecuted



Copyright Infringement Or Plagiarism?
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Source: Wiley services, https://ctl.wiley.com/copyright-and-plagiarism-the-bare-minimum-instructors-need-to-know/ 



Why Plagiarism is 
Complex
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Plagiarism is a complex issue situated 
in “culture, politics, context, 
historical, social, ideological and 
language conditions”

- Mbutho & hutchings (2020)
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Cultural
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Political
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Language 
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Ideology
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Forms of Plagiarism
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Verbatim Plagiarism
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The effects of climate change on polar bear populations are becoming increasingly evident. As the Arctic 
ice continues to melt at an alarming rate, polar bears are losing their natural habitats and struggling to find 
food sources

The impact of climate change on polar bear populations is becoming more apparent. With the rapid 
melting of Arctic ice, polar bears are losing their natural habitats and facing challenges in locating food 
sources

Text generated by OpenAI Chatgpt

Text 1

Plagiarised text



Mosaic Plagiarism
(Paraphrasing)
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New classical economics. The original theoretical impetus was the charge that Keynesian economics lacks 
microeconomic foundations -- i.e. its assertions are not founded in basic economic theory. This school 
emerged during the 1970s. This school asserts that it does not make sense to claim that the economy at 
any time might be "out-of-equilibrium". Fluctuations in aggregate variables follow from the individuals in 
the society continuously re-optimizing as new information on the state of the world is revealed.

Example from northern Illinois university

Text 1

Plagiarised text

Scholars in the school of new classical economics, which emerged in the 1970s, focus on the belief that the 
school of Keynesian economics is misguided. New classical scholars assert that the economy is never 
unbalanced, as Keynesian scholars believe, but instead that changes in an economy result from people's 
changing their spending habits as they interpret the news about the world.



Self- Plagiarism
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Collusion
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Several students were suspected of colluding on the final exam. The suspicion arose when exam 

papers submitted by different students exhibited very close similarities in both code structure 

and written explanations for certain complex programming problems.

Random example

Case on collusion



Accidental (Non-intentional) 
Plagiarism
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Fabrication and Falsification
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Source: Roberts, L. (1983). The Darsee Case. 
Harvard's Handling of Fraud: Good Intentions 
Are Not Enough. BioScience, 358-364.



Plagiarism in 
Scientific Writing
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● Unintentional

● Linguistic proficiency

● Bad time management and stress

● Personal ambitions of poorly educated individuals

● Poor academic integrity culture
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Reasons behind Plagiarism in scientific writing



Best Practices
What’s next?
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The role of thumb: if it’s not 
your work, credit it!
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General Best Practices on Anti-Plagiarism

● Senior management to create a special webpage devoted for plagiarism 
and other ethical issues

40
Example: University of Oslo



● Senior management to dedicate an email address and contact centre 
(ethical committee) for ethical concerns and plagiarism
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General Best Practices on Anti-Plagiarism

Example: University of Amsterdam



● Provide guidance, policies, and tutorials such as academic writing courses 
for students, faculty staff, and researchers on how to avoid plagiarism and 
promote academic integrity
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Example: University of Notre Dam

General Best Practices on Anti-Plagiarism



● Ethical committee to arrange regular meetings at least once per year to 
discuss approaches and update guidelines on plagiarism.

● Create workshops, symposiums, webinars, and seminars on academic 
integrity, academic honesty, and anti-plagiarism practices

43

General Best Practices on Anti-Plagiarism



● Institute to enable the usage of plagiarism detection tools. Students and 
staff should be informed that their materials will be exposed to these 
tools and further investigation will be taken upon discovery

● Enable sanctions or other sorts of punishment if plagiarism case is 
confirmed

● Student plagiarism should be dealt
with equitably

44

General Best Practices on Anti-Plagiarism



● Enable strict compliance with the rules, staff members are obliged to 
report cases of mis-conduction.

● Enable what is called- clean records for graduate students as a rewarding 
incentive for those who have been ethically-compliant
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General Best Practices on Anti-Plagiarism

Source: ETINED



● Enable anonymity, changing exams layout rooms, to reduce cheating and 
educational corruption

● Enable the possibility for anonymous reporting of academic misconduct.
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General Best Practices on Anti-Plagiarism

Source: ETINED



● Exchanging programs such as Erasmus+ mobility on particular topics of 
academic integrity to bring new ideas and providing better practices for 
students and staff
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General Best Practices on Anti-Plagiarism

Source: ETINED



Best practices 
with Generative 

AI
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Best Practices on the use of Gen. AI

Generative AI or other editorial assistance may only be used to offer advice 
and guidance on:

● Correcting spelling and punctation.

● Ensuring text follows the conventions of grammar and syntax in written 
English.

● Shortening long sentences or reducing long paragraphs without changes 
to the overall content.

49
Source: University of Birmingham



Generative AI or other editorial assistance may only be used to offer advice 
and guidance on:

● Ensuring the consistency, formatting and ordering of page numbers, 
headers and footers, and footnotes and endnotes.

● Improving the positioning of tables and figures and the clarity, grammar, 
spelling and punctuation of any text in table or figure legends.

50Source: University of Birmingham

Best Practices on the use of Gen. AI



Teachers are subjective to the use 
of Generative AI

● Case 1: AI tools to be permitted freely

● Case 2: Usage permitted with limitations

● Case 3: No Generative AI is permitted

51

Inform your students that there will be an automatic and manual 
check even after the course ends.

- includes check of false, inaccurate info, different style, etc.



Final Remarks
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Thank you!

@TuMohdKhalil

Plagiarism in Higher Education - awareness, 
threats and consequences
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